
 
 

 
 

 
 

Flexible Picture Systems Introduces New Edge Blending 
Scaler to the Image AnyPlace Product Line 

 
 

Toronto, ON—(November 21, 2011) — Flexible Picture Systems (FPS) proudly introduces the 

IA-200_EB for Edge Blending onto flat surfaces, as the latest model of the popular Image 

AnyPlace series of video scalers for image warping and blending.   

 

The IA-200_EB is dedicated to achieving maximum cost effectiveness in Edge Blending 

applications that do not require Geometry Correction for curved surfaces.  IA-200_EB includes 

the advanced Keystone Correction and Edge Blending features of the Image AnyPlace product 

line, enabling greater freedom in projector placement in Edge Blending applications.   WIth IA-

200_EB, Pro AV integrators can create seamless, invisible blends with off-axis projectors.   

FPS’s Edge Blending Utility software (included) enables control of multiple projectors for 

“Projector Wall” applications of ANY size.  IA-200_EB supports an extensive set of input/output 

signals, input and output resolution of up to 2K, multiple control options (RS-232, Ethernet and 

USB) and optional HD-SDI, making it the most practical Edge Blending solution on the market.   

 

“The Image AnyPlace 200_EB is the perfect economical solution for those looking to blend 

multiple projectors on flat surfaces,” said Steve Wood, President and CEO of Flexible Picture 

Systems.  “Precise Keystone Correction combined with Edge Blending enables much greater 

freedom in projector placement than Edge Blending alone, and provides all necessary controls 

for flat screens.  For more advanced curved screen based Edge Blending, our Image AnyPlace-

200_BEX provides full Image Geometry Correction as a superset of the Image AnyPlace-

200_EB.” 

 



 

Image AnyPlace-200 (IA-200) is a line of video/graphics scalers with features including 4-Corner 

Keystone Correction, Geometry Correction up to +/- 40 degrees horizontally and vertically, Edge 

Blending and advanced video processing.  The Image AnyPlace product line is well known in 

the PRO-AV marketplace worldwide, and is currently in use in Places of Worship, Lecture Halls, 

Staging/Special Events, Curved and Domed Screens, Advertising Displays, and Projection 

Walls.   

 
About Flexible Picture Systems: Flexible Picture Systems (FPS) is a manufacturing company in the 
business of providing high-end video and audio products for the professional AV and high-end Home 
Theater markets.  Headquartered in Richmond Hill, Ontario, FPS is the exclusive manufacturer and 
source of the Image AnyPlace brand of geometry correcting/edge blending switcher/scalers.  Applications 
include simulation, Special Events, Houses of Worship, Digital Signage, Domed and Large Venue 
Theaters.  Visit www.flexiblepicturesystems.com for more information. 
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